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1.

White 24” Classic Clock
with Roman Numerals

2.

British Racing Green 24” Classic Clock
with Arabic Numerals

3.

White 24” Classic Clock - Clock House - Stamford

Hawkins

CLASSIC
CLOCKS
5.

Light French Blue 18” Classic Clock
with Arabic Numerals

• Six standard colours

• Easily installed

• Special colours available

• Exclusive Hawkins powerful movement

• Maintenance-free construction

• Roman or Arabic numerals

• 18”, 24” and 30” diameters
The Hawkins “Classic Clocks” are styled to combine tradition and beauty with the
benefits of modern technology. Available in six standard colours, the 18” (458mm),
24” (612mm) and 30” (773mm) GRP dials have raised numerals which, along with the
hands, are embellished in 231/2 carat double thickness English Gold Leaf. Numerals can
be Roman or Arabic. Our own high quality Hawkins Clock Co. movement is housed inside
the weatherproof back and is easily connected to mains electricity. The clocks are
4.

Black 18” Classic Clock
with Roman Numerals

mounted to any flat surface and have no rear protrusions. Time setting is done by
moving the clock hands from the front of the dial. We supply your clock in a strong box
with cable and screws provided. Each package offers a clock of a type and quality normally
reserved for large establishments but at a price that is affordable to all.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
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1.1: Classic Clocks

1

• Up to 6 ft (1830mm) in diameter

• Range of exclusive movements

• Standard 2-speed easy set movement

• Roman or Arabic numerals

• Can be radio- or GPS-controlled for

• Easily installed

total automation and accuracy

• Maintenance-free construction

The Hawkins “Heritage Clocks” share the same craftsman-made construction as the
“Classic Clocks”, with several extra benefits. The “Heritage Clocks” are available in
many sizes ranging from 18” (460mm) up to 6’ (1830mm) diameter. Like the “Classic
Clock”, gilding is done in 231/2 carat double thickness English Gold Leaf, with all sizes
available with either Roman or Arabic numerals plus the extra visual impact of the outer
gold ring. However, the main benefit of this range is that time setting can be done
without the need to get up to the clock dial.
6.

Navy Blue 24" Heritage Clock
with Roman Numerals

11.

British Racing Green 54” Heritage
Clock on old hotel clock tower

Hawkins
HERITAGE
CLOCKS

8.

2

Special Colour 30” Heritage Clock Norwich Park and Ride Scheme

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 1: Clocks

7.

Black 42” Heritage Clocks on boiler house chimney

9.

Light French Blue 36” Heritage Clock
with Roman Numerals

10.

British Racing Green 42” Heritage
Clock on suspended square plinth

Tel: 01733 330222
1.2: Heritage Clocks

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
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12.

Black 30” Heritage Clocks on client’s
own tower

13.

Special Colour 54” Heritage Clock - Carlton Manor Hotel - Corby

Hawkins
HERITAGE
CLOCKS
15.

Burgundy 30” Heritage Clock with
Arabic Numerals

Up to the 36” (915mm) dial, our powerful synchronous clock movement incorporates
an extra speed as standard for fast advancing the hands to enable time setting from a
switch, which can be located wherever convenient. This movement is sealed within the
back of clocks (up to 36”), which also have no rear protrusions. Beyond 36” (915mm)
the clocks require a bigger movement, and our medium and large synchronous clock
movements are extremely powerful and ideally suited to the task. These movements
come in a weatherproof box, but are too large to fit behind the convex dial, so they may
need to be mounted inside the building with extended spindles passing through the wall
to power the hands. These larger movements are not available in 2-speed form.
Therefore, they are controlled by the “Hawkins Synchronous Clock Controller (SCC)”. For
14.

Complete view of clock and clock tower,
Orton Hall Hotel - Peterborough

total automation, all Heritage clocks can be controlled by our radio-controlled
masterclock or GPS-controlled masterclock. In masterclock systems the clocks require
our slave movements.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
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1.2: Heritage Clocks
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• Night-time illumination available

• Choice of dial design and finish

• Can be radio- or GPS-controlled for

• Quality Hawkins movements
• Can be made to any diameter

total automation and accuracy

The “Hawkins Skeleton Clocks” are capable of enhancing many differing locations and
feature traditional dials in three styles. The full dial with centre star (Style 1), the dial with
the centre star omitted (Style 2), and the dial with the centre star and inner ring omitted
(Style 3). They can be supplied in literally any diameter, in many differing colour schemes
with partial or full gilding, and can be mounted onto many surfaces. Thus you can have a
truly individual clock. By using a translucent backing dial, the skeleton dial can be rearilluminated giving the effect found on so many guildhalls. These clocks require extended
spindle movements, so that they can be spaced away from the dials to avoid ugly shadows
16.

20” Fully Gilded Style 3 Skeleton Clock
on client’s own slate tower

18.

24” Style 2 Skeleton Clock partially
gilded and rear-illuminated

being cast in the centre. Skeleton clocks are supplied (up to 36”) with our powerful 2-speed
movement as standard. Larger dials require a bigger movement and our “Synchronous
Clock Controller”. All skeleton clocks can also be controlled by “The Radio-Controlled
Masterclock” or “The GPS-Controlled Masterclock” for total automation and accuracy.

Hawkins
SKELETON
CLOCKS

19.

4

48” Style 2 Skeleton Clock Bertram Books - Norwich

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 1: Clocks

17.

1010mm Rear-illuminated style 2
Skeleton Clock

20.

30” Fully Gilded Style 1 Skeleton Clocks on
client’s own wooden tower

Tel: 01733 330222
1.3: Skeleton Clocks
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21.

Rear-illuminated clock with
corporate logo - Heathrow Express

22.

Complete view of corporate clock on the loco shed - Heathrow Express

23.

Standard 24” Contemporary Surface
Mounted Clock

24.

Complete view of Tate and Lyle
Thames Refinery and clock.

25.

Close up of 14’ diameter clock Tate and Lyle - Silvertown

Hawkins

CONTEMPORARY
CLOCKS
26.

Simple dial and hands Grantham Cricket Club

27.

Modern square clock Hartford Village Hall - Cambridgeshire

• Can be made to any diameter
• Standard 2-speed easy set movement
• Can be radio- or GPS-controlled for
total automation and accuracy

• Range of exclusive Hawkins
movements
• Easily installed
• Maintenance-free construction

Whilst the “Classic”, “Heritage” and “Skeleton” clocks are based on traditional
old designs, there will sometimes be a location which requires something different.
At Hawkins we can produce a vast number of designs of contemporary clocks. Whether
simple in design, or more ornate in a state-of-the-art way, we can accommodate most
tastes and budgets. Our contemporary dials are often found both indoors and outdoors,
28.

Arabic numbered dial with hands
painted in corporate colours

with no limit to the style options. With so many bespoke designs, we only have a small
range of standard contemporary clocks. However all our previously mentioned types of
movement are available, and we will be only too pleased to discuss your requirements.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
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• Any size and design

• Church clocks restored

• Create focal points with a

• New timepieces, bells/controls

bespoke clock

Bespoke Clocks:

if required

We recognise that certain projects will require a totally unique,

specially designed clock and, at Hawkins, we can turn such a concept into reality. From
quotation through design, fabrication and installation, we have the expertise to help.
Church Clocks: The most traditional place to find a clock is probably on a church.
Our experience has often proved invaluable to those faced with the task of organising
“The Church Clock”. We can repair old dials and movements or make completely new
timepieces. Very often this is done in conjunction with the striking of bells. We can interface
old equipment to new controls if this is appropriate, and always use the best materials and
work practices to give the most sensible result.

29.

Highly decorated dial with ornate
clock hands

31.

Bespoke Clock for Millfield Junior
School to their own design

Hawkins

BESPOKE &
CHURCH CLOCKS

32.

6

Skeleton Clocks and digital chimes Clowne Church

30.

Clock based on the Sikh Symbol The Sikh Temple - Derby

33.

Reproduction of original wooden dial - Gooderstone Church

34.

New clock and controls to interface with old
bells - Grantham Roman Catholic Church

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 1: Clocks

Tel: 01733 330222
1.5: Bespoke Clocks & 1.6: Church Clocks

35.

Complete view of clock Church and Tower - Gooderstone

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

38.

39.

Restoration of old copper dial Snape Maltings

Restoration of skeleton dial and
copper tower - Shireoaks Cricket Pavilion

36.

Renovation of four 2.2 metre clocks
- Middlewood, Sheffield

40.

Reproduction of old copper dial

41.

Complete view of clock tower Middlewood

Hawkins

RESTORATION
RENOVATION &
REPRODUCTION
43.

Complete view of Bedworth clock

• Using traditional skills and modern
techniques

• Option to modernise to quality
movements and controls

• Old clocks returned to original condition

There are many beautiful outdoor clocks which over the years have fallen into
disrepair. Often it is the need for on-going maintenance, attention and even winding that
makes keeping older clocks going a daunting proposition. At Hawkins Clocks, we can
restore a clock to its original condition, renovate the parts of commercial or nostalgic
value and couple them to more modern and reliable equipment, or completely reproduce
an old design using the latest techniques and controls giving the age-old effect with
42.

Restoration of skeleton dial, movement
and bell strike - Bedworth Almshouses

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

maintenance-free reliability.

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
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• Based on standard products for value

• The perfect way to dedicate a clock

• Individual touch without huge extra cost

• Can be used as a name sign

• Bright and innovative styles

• Adds that individual touch

Theme Clocks: Theme clocks offer a bright and appealing way of getting a message
across, using in essence the components of standard clocks, plus that extra touch of
something special, thus getting the benefits of individuality without the cost of a totally
bespoke clock. This can prove especially significant in keeping costs down for customers
wanting several clocks to promote corporate identity.
Personalisation Clocks: Personalisation of clocks is a popular way of adding the
individual touch to one of our standard designs, usually in gold leaf. Either in circular form
or in straight lines and in a typeface to suit, this is the ideal way of displaying the name
of a property or of commemorating a special occasion or person.

44.

Snooker Hall theme clock

Hawkins

THEME CLOCKS &
PERSONALISATION

8

45.

Complete view of Cadbury Chocolate
House with 4 clocks - Alton Towers

46.

Theme clock for Cadbury Chocolate
House - Alton Towers

47.

Personalisation with letters in lieu
of numerals

48.

Personalised clock for Toft Golf Club to
incorporate Club Logo

49.

Personalisation to celebrate the
millennium

50.

Personalised commemorative clock
using informal font

51.

Personalisation of clocks to give
company name with special colour dial
to give corporate identity

52.

Personalisation in Olde English font

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 1: Clocks

Tel: 01733 330222
1.8: Theme Clocks 1.9: Personalisation
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Hawkins Clock Co. manufactures its clock movements from precision-made components.
Stainless steel, brass, oilite and nylons are complemented by strong gearboxes;
driven usually by powerful synchronous motors to ensure years of trouble-free life.
Self-lubricating gears and bearing surfaces reduce friction, increase life expectancy and
eliminate the need for expensive maintenance contracts.
There are many ways of controlling outdoor clocks. The systems we favour at Hawkins are:
The Classic Clock Movement
This is a self-starting single speed synchronous clock movement - 230 v, 50Hz 3w (max
start-up load). When the power is on the clock moves at normal “clock speed”. When the
power is interrupted the clock stops. The time is altered by moving the clock hands.
53.

Assembling clock movements

The Hawkins 2-Speed Movement
This movement is suitable for dials up to 1 metre diameter and is fitted as standard to the
clocks of the “Heritage” and “Skeleton” ranges. The self-starting synchronous movement
(230v - 50Hz) features a second speed to fast advance the hands of the clock. This is done

Hawkins

CONTROL SYSTEMS,
MOVEMENTS &
CHIMES

electrically from the switchbox provided, which can be located wherever convenient.
The Hawkins Synchronous Clock Controller (SCC)
This device gives automatic resetting of the time after power failure. It is suitable for
most synchronous clock movements whether made by Hawkins Clock Co. or not. This is
supplied with our clocks over 1 metre diameter, and is also suitable to be used as a
retro-fit item to control virtually all other mains electric (synchronous) clocks. The SCC
will also perform summer/winter changes totally automatically.
The Hawkins Radio-Controlled or GPS-Controlled Masterclock
This is the perfect solution for public clocks where nobody wants the responsibility for
resetting the time. The masterclock is a central microprocessor, which controls the
movement(s) in the outdoor clock(s). It keeps upgrading the accuracy of its timebase by
receiving a radio or satellite time signal. In the U.K. the radio signal comes from
The Atomic Clock, at Anthorn, Cumbria. This signal not only dictates accuracy, but also helps
confirm the need for the Summertime/Wintertime changes. The other huge benefit is total
automation if power is interrupted. The clocks will stop, but correct themselves as soon as
power is restored. The GPS option replaces the radio signal in areas (usually abroad) where
the signal doesn’t reach. When controlling more than one clock a special relay box is required.
Hawkins Chime Systems

54.

We have a comprehensive range of chime systems, which can satisfy most requirements

Assorted clock movements and components

from simple hour strikes to complex melodies. There is a sophisticated package called the
“Digital Westminster Chimes with Radio Masterclock”. The sound
of real bells is recordeddigitally and stored electronically, giving
excellent sound quality but with no moving parts to wear out or
maintain. Added to this is adjustable volume and programmable
night silencing along with the benefits of a radio masterclock able
to control any outdoor clocks installed in conjunction. We can also
make existing real bells strike the hour again using an electronic
controller (with the benefit of night silencing) and an
electromechanical bell clapper. Finally a range of new tuned real
bells can be made to strike melodies such as Westminster or
55.

2-speed movement switchbox

56.

Radio-Controlled Masterclock

Whittington.
Clocks for different voltages and frequencies can be made.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk
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1.10: Control Systems, Movements & Chimes
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Hawkins CLOCK DIMENSIONS
The Classic Clock

D

Name

Mains Movement

A

B

C

D

18” Classic*

458

45

45

55

24” Classic

612

50

55

85

30” Classic*

773

65

55

100

Black
*Please Note
18” and 30” dials have circular minute
markers,
not rectangular as in the 24” dial
100.
Picture
illustrated.
Picture

L
N
E

All dimensions in mm
B

C

A

British Racing Green

The Heritage Clock
D

Name

100. Picture
Picture

Mains Movement

Navy Blue

A

B

C

D

18” Heritage

458

45

40

55

24” Heritage

612

50

35

80

100. Picture
30” Heritage
Picture

773

65

55

100

36” Heritage

900

70

50

100

42” Heritage

1055 85

0

75

48” Heritage

1270 110

0

50

L1
N
L2
E

54” Heritage

1480 135

0

50

72” Heritage

1830 150

0

60

All dimensions in mm
B
C

A

Light French Blue

The Skeleton
100. Picture Clock

100. Picture
Picture

100. Picture
Picture

Picture

Name

A

B

18” Skeleton

458

290

24” Skeleton

612

388

30” Skeleton

762

482

36” Skeleton

914

578

48” Skeleton

1220

773

Mains Movement

Burgundy

L1
N
L2

Other sizes are available to tolerance of
+/- 1mm.
Please Note: Three styles of Skeleton
Clock are available. See page 4 for details.

E

100. Picture
Picture

All dimensions
100.
Picture
Picture

100. Picture
PictureB

in mm

A

White
Standard colour selection, specific colours available upon request at extra cost.

Whilst every care has been taken in the production of the colour chart and drawings, we can not guarantee colour accuracy or consistency of scale - all colours and drawings are for guidance only.
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Hawkins WIRING DIAGRAMS
Single-speed clock movement
Standard fitting on Classic clock. Suitable for 1 Clock.
3 Core Flexible Cable Min 0.75mm2 or
6242Y (Twin + Earth) min 1.0mm2

2-speed clock movement
Standard fitting on Heritage and Skeleton clocks. Suitable for 1 Clock.
4 Core Flexible Cable min 0.75mm2 or
6243Y (3 Core + Earth) min 1.0mm2

3 Core Flexible Cable Min 0.75mm2 or
6242Y (Twin + Earth) min 1.0mm2

Junction Box
Switchbox, ideally located away
from clock for easy access

Synchronous Clock Controller
Optional control, suitable for up to 4 Clocks of any style
Junction Box

3 Core Flex or 6242y
1 Cable per Clock/Movement
Max Output 0.5 amps

3 Core Flex or 6242y

Radio-Controlled or GPS-Controlled Masterclock
Optional control, suitable for up to 4 Clocks of any style. (Slave Movements only).

MSF or GPS Antenna with Cable (sealed unit)
Ideally located away from metal structures and
electrical equipment

RCMC. Ideally located away
from clock for easy access

4 Core Flex 0.75mm2 or 6243y
1 Cable per Clock/Movement
Max Output to 4 Clocks/Movements

Relay Box. Ideally sited near to
the clocks with easy access

Anti Surge Plug

Hawkins Radio
Masterclock
Relay Box
(required for 2, 3
or 4 clocks)
3 Core Flex or 6242y

4 Core Flex or 6243y
1 Cable per Clock/Movement
Max Output to 4 Clocks/Movements

4 Core Flex or 6243y
1 Cable per Clock/Movement Max Output to 4 Clocks/Movements

How to Order or Specify a clock or set up a Tender document
( Quantity ) no. Hawkins ( Classic, Heritage, Skeleton, Contemporary, Bespoke etc ) clock ( size ) diameter, coloured ( colour ).
Clock to be fitted with a ( Single-speed, 2-speed or Slave ) movement having ( Standard or ?mm Extended ) spindles.
Eg. 1 no. Hawkins Heritage Clock 36” diameter, coloured British Racing Green. Clock fitted with 2-speed movement having standard spindles.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 2: Technical Data - Clocks

2.2: Wiring Diagrams
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• One-piece tower construction
cannot leak

• Range of 8 standard sizes
• Realistic “Lead-Look” roofs

• Maintenance-free

• Available with plain sides, false or

colour-impregnated GRP

open louvres

We offer a standard range of beautiful, well proportioned, traditionally styled clock
towers, with the huge advantage of maintenance-free construction. Added to this is the
option to fit false louvred or actual louvred panels plus the chance to either change the
shape of the roof or have it clad in real lead. Copper can also be used. With a tower to
suit all popular sizes of clock, the “Hawkins GRP Clock tower Range” is clearly both
comprehensive and adaptable, yet from a standard range of mouldings which avoids
individual tooling costs.
57.

Small GRP tower with false louvres
and 24” Heritage Clock

59.

Small GRP tower with 24” skeleton
dials, pyramid roof and dragon vane

60.

Large GRP tower with 36” Skeleton
Clocks

62.

Medium GRP tower with 30”
Heritage Clocks, pyramid roof and
gilded ball

Hawkins

STANDARD
CLOCK TOWERS

58.

61.

12

Medium GRP tower with
30” Heritage Clock

Complete view of medium tower on golf clubhouse

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 3: Clock Towers

Tel: 01733 330222
3.1: Standard Clock Towers
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63.

Mini GRP tower with 4 false louvred
panels

64.

Complete view of small tower on new
school building

65.

Small GRP tower with 24” Heritage
Clocks and special real lead roof

66.

Midi GRP tower with 18” Heritage Clocks,
Lead-Look roof and painted vane

67.

Small GRP tower in special crème colour
with 4 open louvres, Lead-Look roof,
and landing duck vane

Hawkins

STANDARD
CLOCK TOWERS
69.

Small GRP tower in special colour with
Skeleton Clocks, real lead roof and
brass vane

Where no clocks are required, towers with louvres can be used as a “dovecote”
type feature to break up a roof-line, or as an attractive ridge vent. GRP (glass reinforced
plastic or “fibreglass”) towers are usually supplied in white although other colours can
be made. We prefer to use a RAL colour reference, but can match many B.S.
ranges, Pantone colours, and paint manufacturers’ individually named colours. Truly
stunning features of the Hawkins range are our “Lead-Look” roofs. All towers now
come as standard with a roof moulded in GRP from a real lead pattern.
The resulting moulding is virtually impossible to tell from real lead except by touch.

68.

Large GRP tower with 42” Heritage
Clocks - Lincolnshire Showground

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk
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3.1: Standard Clock Towers
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• The ultimate crowning glory

• Turn concept into reality

• Full design service available

• In-house pattern making capability

Our impressive range of standard towers means that we have experience in producing
the patterns and moulds for all sizes of clock tower. However, there will sometimes be
an occasion where one of our standard range does not suit your requirements. We not
only have the capability to produce a stunning one-off, but can also help right from the
design stage. Clients often come to us with an idea in mind or with little more than a
sketch on a scrap of paper. Some come with a more definite drawing. In each case, we
pride ourselves on our ability to guide you through the merits and pitfalls of various
designs and methods of manufacture.
70.

Complete view of special tower for
Wheelhouse and Co

Hawkins
BESPOKE
TOWERS

71.

14

Special tower with real lead roof
and rear-illuminated clocks

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 3: Clock Towers

72.

Large feature tower with special dome roof in lead

Tel: 01733 330222
3.2: Bespoke Towers
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73.

Close up of Wheelhouse and Co
special clocks and vane

74.

Photo of old clock tower to be replaced

75.

Replacement tower including design
alterations requested by client

Hawkins
BESPOKE
TOWERS
76.

Standard tower with bespoke lead
roof and lead ridgebox

77.

Evening photograph demonstrating the
beauty of rear-illuminated clocks

We usually manufacture our bespoke towers in GRP, which ensures years of trouble-free
life. Very often it will be the roof section that is given the “old-fashioned” treatment, with
real lead and copper a regular feature of a bespoke tower. Naturally, individual designs
require individual planning, pattern making, tooling and manufacture and this service is
inevitably more expensive than a clock tower from our standard range. However it is
often possible to give a project a bespoke feel by taking a standard clock tower and
either fitting a bespoke panel to it, adding a special roof or incorporating specially made
clocks. Finally it is possible to give a tower a special identity by crowning it with a
weathervane that suits the project. Details of our weathervanes are found in chapter 12.
78.

Special inset decorative panel to
fit standard tower

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk
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3.2: Bespoke Towers
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Special Roofs: Standard GRP towers come with our “Lead-Look” swept roof. We can
help you ring the changes by supplying real lead or copper roofs, or a simple GRP canopy
supplied ready for you to tile with your own roof tiles.
Wooden Towers: The wooden tower is hand-made for Hawkins in pressure treated
softwood with a grey GRP roof. Sturdily constructed, it fits onto a ridgebox constructed
by your builder. The treatment ensures years of life, and this tower can be stained for
cosmetic reasons. This tower suits 24” clocks.
Display Plinths: Display plinths enhance the appearance of a clock, where the clock
alone would not be suitable. The “Square Plinth” comes in various sizes, suits several
different sizes of clocks, and can be further enhanced by the use of other mouldings if
required. The “Star Plinth” is used alone, and suits 24”clocks.

79.

“Lead-Look” roof, standard on GRP
towers and “Small Ball and Spike Finial”.

Hawkins

SPECIAL ROOFS
WOODEN TOWERS &
DISPLAY PLINTHS
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80.

Pyramid roof with client’s own tiles

81.

Swept copper roof

82.

Pyramid roof in GRP with ball finial

83.

Wooden clock tower with
24” Heritage Clocks

84.

Large square plinth with
48” Skeleton Clock

85.

Square plinth suspended on wires
with 30” Heritage Clock

86.

Small square plinth with 24” clock,
swept roof and lower detailing

87.

Star plinth with 24” Skeleton Clock

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 3: Clock Towers

Tel: 01733 330222
3.3: Special Roofs, 3.4: Wooden Towers & 3.5:Display Plinths

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

88.

Hawkins van with full livery

89.

Final adjustment with the
emphasis on safety

100. Picture
Picture

91.

Installation of clocks on client’s tower
using a cherrypicker

Hawkins

INSTALLATION
SERVICE
90.

Installation of medium tower using
a crane

• Skilled installation team
• Experience with private and site locations
• Advice available to assist easy completion

At Hawkins Clock Co., we have an installation service to match our varied product
range. Many clocks and even towers can be fitted by our clients or by a local builder.
In truth, given the cost of travelling and the time it takes, this is often an economical
option. If this is not a suitable solution, we can install and commission for you. Prices are
by individual quotation and are kept as reasonable as possible taking into account the
commercial constraints previously mentioned. Cranes, access platforms, scaffolding,
92.

Service and maintenance from ladders
and scaffolding

ladders, safety harnesses, method statements and risk assessments are all everyday
language to Hawkins Clocks; ensuring we give a flexible approach which gives you the
right result at a fair price.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 4: Installation

4.1: Installation Service
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Hawkins CLOCK TOWER DIMENSIONS

100. Picture
Picture

Weathervane Pole

Large Ball and Spike Finial

Large Ball Finial

Medium Ball and Spike Finial

Medium Ball Finial

Small Ball and Spike Finial

Small Ball Finial

E

Name

A

B

C

D

E

Mini

18” 695 595 670 450

Midi

18” 820 700 890 510

Small

24” 980 860 1000 650

Medium

30” 1250 1100 1275 780

Large

36” 1500 1320 1540 850

Extra Large

48” 1865 1600 1920 1110

XL Wide

48” 2460 2270 1920 1150

XXL

72” 2460 2270 2515 1150

C

100. Picture
Picture

A

D

All dimensions in mm

B

Every care has been taken in the production of these drawings and the dimensions are correct.
We can not however guarantee accuracy or consistency of scale - all drawings are for guidance only.
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HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 5: Technical Data - Clock Towers

Tel: 01733 330222
5.1: Clock Tower Dimensions

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

Hawkins RIDGEBOX & FIXING DETAIL RECOMMENDATIONS

B
A

(1) Constructed By General
Contractor/Client
(2) Internal access is useful but not
essential. For fully insulated rafter roof
construction we recommend covering
the ridgebox with plywood and overcloaking in lead. This removes any
possibility of condensation caused by
cold-bridging.
(3) Ridgebox to be constructed from
treated softwood timbers.
(4) Fixed to roof trusses with tiles
removed and flashed with code 5 lead.
(5) Sides of ridgebox should be infilled
with 15mm Plywood of external quality.
(6) Ridge tiles to butt up to side of the
ridgebox.
(7) Lead flashing must cover all timbers
and must give a minimum overhang on
the roof tiles of 150mm.
(8) All to BS.6915 1988 and Guide To
Good Practice LDA.
(9) Hawkins Clock Company bears no
responsibility for any structural,
atmospheric or climatic consequences
to the existing building associated with
the construction and/or installation and
usage of the ridgebox and tower. If in
doubt please refer to your own
architectural advisor.

Detail (i)

C
D

Removed Tiles
Plywood Infill

Name

Coach Screw and washer

Silicon Sealant

We aim to make the process of
selection and ordering as easy
as possible. Please follow our

Code 5 Lead Flashing

guidelines below. If you do have
any problems, do not hesitate to

A

B

C

D*

Mini

595

75

50

75

Midi

700

75

75

75

Small

880

75

75

100

Medium

1100 75

75

100

Large

1320 75

100 125

Extra Large

1600 100 100 150

XL Wide

2270 100 100 150

XXL

2270 100 100 200

* Dimension D is a guide and is left
to client’s own personal choice

Detail (i)

contact us.
How to Order or Specify a clock tower or set up a Tender document
( Quantity ) no. Hawkins ( Mini, Midi, Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large, XL Wide or XXL ) clock tower made from ( GRP or Wood ) with ( Quantity ) no.
( Plain, False Louvred, Real Louvred or Bespoke ) panels on ( Adjacent or opposite ) sides. The roof section to be ( swept, pyramid or bespoke ) finished in
( "Lead-Look", real lead, copper or plain GRP ). The colour of the tower to be ( colour ).
Eg. 1 no. Hawkins Small clock tower made from GRP with 2 no. False Louvred panels on opposite sides.
The roof section to be swept, finished in "Lead-Look". The colour of the tower to be white.
PLUS Eg. 1 no. Hawkins Heritage Clock etc. (see clock data section)

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 5: Technical Data - Clock Towers

5.2: Ridgebox & Fixing Details
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The “Berkley” is a large and imposing four-dialled pillar clock based on a Victorian
design which was originally made from cast iron. Ours is made differently to give huge
benefits in strength and style and ease of installation plus adaptability to give a truly
individual clock. Wherever possible, we produce a feature which is tailored to suit the
location, rather than just a standard and fixed casting which has no individual touches
and which could be found in any location.
The “Berkeley” Pillar Clock is made of separate components. It is based around a
strong fabricated steel cabinet with a central steel pole. This cabinet can be manufactured
to any height to suit the location, is fully galvanised and is easily bolted down to a
pre-prepared concrete base. Installation can be done in one visit, as there is no cast iron
column to set into concrete before installation. The fabricated steel gives enormous
strength and uniformity of manufacture, making it preferable to cast iron.
This steel cabinet comes with a sealed lockable door to give access to all controls.

Hawkins

“BERKLEY”
PILLAR CLOCK

93.

20

Detail of coat of arms and
commemorative crest

94.

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 6: Pillar Clocks

Berkley Pillar Clock with rear-illuminated clocks, bespoke castings and crest - Golborne - Wigan

Tel: 01733 330222
6.1: The “Berkley” Pillar Clock

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

96.

Pillar clock with 30” Heritage Clocks, plain cappings with contrasting paint colours - Redcar Rotary Club

Hawkins

“BERKLEY”
PILLAR CLOCK
95.

Pillar clock with rear-illuminated dials,
bespoke castings and balls cast in
cappings - Eccleshall - Staffordshire

98.

Polished stainless steel plaque in
Rotary Club Logo

The steel bolt-down flange is hidden by the lower capping. Made from cast aluminium
this comes as standard with plain sides. We have options to add half balls in the casting,
add individually cast plates with local detail or even cast that detail into the capping.
Exactly the same applies to the upper capping. The steel pole is clad with an aluminium
column. This can be plain, highlighted with contrasting paints or embellished with local
detail. The aluminium castings can be modified or replaced with bespoke designs
without the budget being massively increased. Likewise we can add details to the dial
box in the corners, leave them plain, or add a number of different designs of corner
spandrel. We have a variety of clock dials some of which can be rear-illuminated; most
of which are available with or without cover glasses. These dials can also be
97.

Detail of town crest and bespoke
castings -- Eccleshall Pillar Clock

personalised. Finally, the roof section and finial are other areas where we can offer a
somewhat bespoke look.
We recommend the use of control systems which are fully automatic and maintenance-free
and which have the option of including digital chiming systems to complete the authentic
Victorian effect.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 6: Pillar Clocks

6.1: The “Berkley” Pillar Clock
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• Double sided pillar clocks

• Easily installed

• Much smaller than the “Berkley”

• Focal point with modern reliability

The Saturn Pillar Clock: The “Saturn” is a stainless steel pillar with a double sided
clock in the most contemporary of styles. The cabinet, pole and clock drum are in
brushed stainless steel whilst the contrasting details are in bright polished stainless steel.
The design of the dial can be very individual, need not follow any traditions and can even
be a talking point if convention is deliberately ignored.
The Bloomsbury Pillar Clock: The “Bloomsbury” pillar is an ornate cast aluminium
arched design, which incorporates a single or double sided clock. This pillar probably has
sufficient detail in the casting to limit scope for personalisation to the dials, but can be
supplied with or without the highlights painted in a contrasting colour.

Hawkins

DOUBLE SIDED
PILLAR CLOCKS

99.

Detail of the stainless steel clock drum

101. Detail of base of Saturn Pillar Clock
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102.

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 6: Pillar Clocks

Saturn stainless steel contemporary
pillar clock

Tel: 01733 330222
6.2: Double Sided Pillar Clocks

100.

Bloomsbury Pillar Clock

103.

Detail of base of Cavendish pillar

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

104.

Detail of drum with 30” Heritage Clocks on Cavendish pillar

105.

Cavendish Pillar Clock

Hawkins

DOUBLE SIDED
PILLAR CLOCKS
106.

Optional capping to base of
Cavendish pillar

The Cavendish Pillar Clock: The “Cavendish” pillar is a fabricated steel pole with cast
iron lower capping, which can be supplied to virtually any height, with a variety of clock
dials and most control options. We can personalise this pillar clock with contrasting paint
finishes and dial personalisation along with individual pole embellishments if required.
The Portman Pillar Clock: The “Portman” pillar has a cast aluminium base with a
variable height aluminium pole extending above. It features a large double sided clock
with optional rear-illumination and cover glass. Just like the “Cavendish”, we can
personalise this pillar clock with contrasting paint finishes and dial personalisation along
with individual pole embellishments if required.

107.

Portman Pillar Clock

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 6: Pillar Clocks

6.2: Double Sided Pillar Clocks
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• Seen from long way away
• Create a focal and meeting point
• Ideal for including corporate image
• Maintenance-free with modern movements and controls

A projecting clock is another popular way of providing a focal point in a public area
to get the kind of benefits of a pillar clock where there is no space at ground level.
There can be few better ways to identify your building than with a projecting clock and
you will often find that planning authorities view clocks more sympathetically than they
might view more traditional ways of displaying a corporate image. A clock is always
likely to become a meeting point, and in its own way become an advert for its building.

Hawkins

PROJECTING
CLOCKS

108.

110.

24

Simple stainless bracket for projecting
clock based on 24” Heritage Clocks

Rear-illuminated clock, company name and trademark with ornate bracket - West Yorkshire
Passenger Transport Authority

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 7: Projecting Clocks

Tel: 01733 330222
7.1: Projecting Clocks

109.

Complete view of renovated
projecting clock in town centre

111.

Stainless contemporary clock on
entrance to London Offices - Leo Burnett

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

112.

Detail of renovated clock - Cammacks - Grantham

Hawkins

PROJECTING
CLOCKS
113.

Close up of Pocket Watch Clock

Hawkins projecting clocks are engineered to give an excellent finish and longevity.
Brackets are always treated and painted to avoid corrosion, and dials and dial boxes are
produced so as to look magnificent for years to come. Modern movements and controls
give all the benefits available to all other Hawkins products, but in a style of clock that
gets the maximum of impact in the most crowded of streets.

114.

Complete view of Pocket Watch Robinsons Jewellers

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 7: Projecting Clocks

7.1: Projecting Clocks
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Hawkins PILLARS:

DIMENSIONS & SPECIFICATIONS
980

760

Height can
be specified

5135

1915

3415

1520 standard
( Height can be
specified )
1285

800

The Berkley Pillar Clock

The Berkley Pillar Clock

The Cavendish Pillar Clock
We aim to make the process of
selection and ordering as easy as
possible. Please follow our
guidelines opposite. If you do
have any problems, do not
hesitate to contact us.

Every care has been taken in the production of these drawings and the dimensions are correct.
We can not however guarantee accuracy or consistency of scale - all drawings are for guidance only.
All dimensions in mm.
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HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 8: Technical Data - Pillar Clocks

Tel: 01733 330222
8.1: Pillar Clock Dimensions

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

Hawkins PILLARS & PROJECTING: DIMENSIONS & SPECIFICATIONS

1435
630

776

830

615

940

516

2125

Height can
be specified

3645

1075

The Bloomsbury Pillar Clock

The Portman Pillar Clock

Height can
be specified

935

The Saturn Pillar Clock

How to Order or Specify a Pillar Clock or set up a Tender document
( Quantity ) no. Hawkins ( Berkley, Bloomsbury, Cavendish, Portman or Saturn ) pillar clock with ( Quantity ) no. ( Heritage, Skeleton or Acrylic ) dials on
( Adjacent or opposite ) sides. The clocks to be controlled by ( Radio-Controlled Masterclock or Synchronous Clock Controller ) ( with or without ) chimes.
Eg. 1 no. Hawkins Berkley pillar clock with 4 no. Heritage dials on Adjacent sides.
The clocks to be controlled by Radio-Controlled Masterclock with digital Westminster chimes.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 9: Technical Data - Projecting Clocks

9.1: Projecting Clock Dimensions
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• Complete design, build and installation service
• Wide range of styles and materials used
• Modern reliability and total automation of clocks
• Can be used to provide eye-catching features

We at Hawkins have been called upon to produce a vast array of clocks. There can be
no area where our brief is more varied than our architectural projects. By making
ourselves available to designers, architects, councils and contractors right the way
throughout such a project, we can make sure our knowledge and experience does not
go to waste and that the project can be a complete success throughout every stage.

Hawkins

ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURE CLOCKS

115.

117.
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Movement, hands and controls Mothercare World - Aintree

116.

Steel feature with clock Perrys Peugeot - Milton Keynes

Skeleton Clock on feature bridge

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 10: Architectural Features

Tel: 01733 330222
10.1: Architectural Feature Clocks

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

119.

Floral dials on structure at entrance to
industrial estate

Hawkins

ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURE CLOCKS
118.

Revolving stainless steel feature clock Southend on Sea

We have made clocks in all shapes and sizes, on all kinds of structure, to ensure that
such a feature is always going to be talked about. A clock will always be a focal point,
but we can add to the impact of the whole design by using chimes (whether via real bells
or digital recordings), automaton figures or mechanical objects which spring into life at
important times only.

120.

Moon and tide phase indicator clock Kings Lynn

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 10: Architectural Features

10.1: Architectural Feature Clocks
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• All the benefits of outdoor quality
• Many different movements and controls
• One-offs or production-line quantities
• Design-to-reality service

Just like the outdoor architectural features, Hawkins can provide indoor clocks to suit
just about every need. Using the same high level of design and engineering skill, we
can produce clocks that offer the very best in practical, functional and aesthetic
performance.

121. Close up of polished stainless steel dial
at Merryhill Shopping Centre

Hawkins

INDOOR
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES

122.

Rear-illuminated pharmacy clocks - Boots Stores - nationwide

127. Boots

124.

30

Feature clocks on “Pirate Ship” crows nest within Alton Towers Hotel

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 11: Indoor Architectural

Tel: 01733 330222
11.1: Indoor Architectural Features

125.

Oasis

126.

Rear-illuminated clock within passenger
information islands - Luton Airport

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

127.

3 dimensional Art Deco style feature mouldings to clad and disguise 6.5m structural beams, finished with rear-illuminated
bespoke clocks - Merryhill Shopping Centre

Hawkins

INDOOR
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES
129.

2 metre square rear-illuminated feature
clock - Central Nightclub - Stamford

Real bells, chimes digitally recorded then played through speakers, and automaton
figures once again offer the variety associated with our outdoor architectural features.
Where a more simple, but equally reliable clocks is required, and whether a one-off
or a production run is required, we can assist right through from design to the finished
article.
At Hawkins we also have the capability to repair, restore or renovate any indoor clock
features to their former glory or even make modifications and improvements to the original.

128.

Clocks on top of The Rostrum (above
The Lutine Bell) - Lloyds of London

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
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11.1: Indoor Architectural Features
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• Traditional wrought iron styling
• Made from mild steel in many designs
• Shot blasting and hot zinc spraying for total protection

A Hawkins Forgemaster Vane is made in the best traditions of the village blacksmith.
Made from beaten and welded mild steel with hand-forged scrolls with the detailed top
laser-cut for greater detail, these vanes follow the wind by rotating on a ball-bearing in
the time-honoured way. Each vane is supplied with a fixing bracket, an adjustable base
holding the four cardinal points and the design of your choice. The small size
22” (560mm) N to S and large size 27” (685mm) N to S vanes come with a four-scroll
base and are finished using a comprehensive treatment process. Shot blasting, hot zinc
spraying, and powder-coating (usually black) ensure many years of protection from rust.
130.

Cricketer

Hawkins

FORGEMASTER
STANDARD
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131.

Golfer

132.

Shepherd and Tree

133.

Pheasant

134.

Two Labradors

135.

Gardener

136.

Dressage Horse

137.

Cockerel

138.

Two Mares

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 12:Weathervanes

Tel: 01733 330222
12.1: Forgemaster Standard

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

139.

Special Volvo car

140.

Special Rolls-Royce car

141.

Hand painted Racehorse Past The Post in client’s colours

Hawkins

FORGEMASTER
SPECIAL
& HAND PAINTED
142.

Hand painted Horse and Plough

• Any imaginable design can be made
• Ideal way to personalise a building

• Can be personalised to individual
colours

• Artistic hand painting gives extra impact

We have selected a standard range but are able to supply from many more existing
designs, many of which date back to drawings produced by The Rural Development
Commission when they were looking for new work for blacksmiths as the tractor replaced
the horse. These non standard designs require a longer lead time for production. If however
you have an even more individual requirement, we can make any design imaginable.
Attention to detail is scrupulous, as can be seen in the photos of the cars which can be
143.

recognised by aficionados not only by the make, but also the model. Gold leaf can be

Special Spede Bird partially gilded

used to highlight part or all of a vane.

As a final touch, Forgemaster Vanes can be artistically hand painted. Rather than just
a silhouette in the sky, every last detail is shown to bring a design almost to life.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 12: Weathervanes

12.2: Forgemaster Special • 12.3: Forgemaster Hand Painted
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• Intricate detail in 3 dimensions

• Traditional casting from wooden patterns

• Easy to install • Artistic hand painting gives extra impact
• Can be personalised to individual colours
• Amazing detail from combination of shape and painting
A Hawkins Aluminium Vane is cast from original wooden patterns which feature intricate
detail in 3 dimensions. Just like the Forgemaster range, these vanes follow the wind by
rotating on a ball-bearing in the time-honoured way. Each vane is supplied with a fixing
bracket, an adjustable base holding the four cardinal points and the design of your
choice. The sizes of these vanes are 24” (610mm) from North to South with the
character of similar length but variable height depending on design. The vanes are well
treated to protect from the elements, and are usually finished in black.
Although there is incredible detail in the designs of the aluminium vanes, we

144.

Witch

146.

Labrador

148.

Swan

149.

Landing Ducks

can have them artistically hand painted to add extra
visual impact where required. From Hunting Pink to
Kingfisher Blue, every detail comes to life.

Hawkins

CAST
ALUMINIUM

145.

147.
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Fox

Builder

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 12:Weathervanes

Tel: 01733 330222
12.4: Cast Aluminium

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

150.

Racehorse

151.

Mare and Foal

152.

Hand painted Gardener

153.

Horse and Plough

154.

Hand painted Cockerel

155.

Hand painted Hunting Scene

156.

Stag

157.

Cow and Calf

158.

Shepherd and Sheep

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk
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12.5: Cast Aluminium Hand Painted
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• Hand beaten copper in 3 dimensions
• Verdigris finish for aged copper look
• Can be supplied gilded with English Gold Leaf

A 3D Copper Vane is made from beaten copper using the same techniques as the
cockerel that traditionally sits on top of most church spires. To give that extra rustic touch the
copper is treated to speed up the ageing process to give the appeal of the verdigris look. The
designs are carefully produced to allow them to turn easily to follow the lightest of breezes. Each
vane is supplied with a fixing bracket, a pole, an adjustable base holding the four cardinal points
and the design of your choice.
The size of these vanes are 18” (460mm) from North to South (apart from the large
cockerel and large horse which are 221/2” (570mm) from N to S) with each design
159.

Snow Goose

161.

Stag

164.

Pig

167.

Witch

varying in size as can be seen from the photos.

Hawkins

3D COPPER

160.
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162.

Bull

165.

Squirrel

163.

166.

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 12:Weathervanes

Large Horse

Cow

Cat

Tel: 01733 330222
12.6: 3D Copper

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

168.

Cockerel

171.

Landing Duck

174.

Arrow

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

169.

175.

Pheasant

Banner

170.

Sailing Boat

172.

Fly Fisherman

173.

Golfer

176.

Gilded Banner

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 12:Weathervanes

12.6: 3D Copper
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• Fully engineered vanes - made to last many generations
• Made mainly from stainless steel
• Will never corrode

The architectural range of vanes is designed where the location requires the very best
in materials and method of manufacture. Each architectural vane is made using our
experience in manufacture to give a result that lasts virtually forever, and spins freely in
the slightest breeze. The predominant material is stainless steel with the character laser
cut and the emphasis on quality and detail rather than just a silhouette. The vane spins
on a ball bearing with oilite bushes also providing lubrication around the pole. The
standard range is shown, but there is scope to make special characters to fit onto the
base, which measures 31” (790mm) from North to South. The vanes are specially
177.

Flag (can include corporate image or
name)

182.

Arrow

treated and usually finished in black paint.

Hawkins

ARCHITECTURAL
RANGE
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178.

Cockerel

179.

Eagle

180.

Cricketers

181.

Golfer

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY
Chapter 12:Weathervanes

Tel: 01733 330222
12.7: Architectural Range

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

183.

Special Viking Ship in stainless
steel

184.

Polished Brass Golfer

185.

Restoration of old gilded copper
cockerel

Hawkins
BESPOKE
RANGE
186.

Special vane incorporating client’s
coat of arms

• The ultimate service for one-offs
• From concept, through design to manufacture
• Restoration service for old vanes

Our bespoke vanes are individually made to the clients precise requirements using only
non ferrous materials. Stainless steel is used wherever possible, with the use of brass if
required in a polished finish. Oilite bushes and ball bearings are used to pivot the
character around the base holding the cardinal points. Some modern nylons and cast
resins may be used for special decorative features. The whole emphasis of these
vanes is precision engineering, with the use of mills, lathes and computer guided laser
187.

Flag weathervane in polished
brass and stainless steel

cutters ensuring a product made to the most exacting standards, which will last many
generations. The finish is usually by painting in a dark colour, but we can apply gold leaf
to enhance features, or manufacture the vane in polished brass or stainless steel in
varying finishes if preferred.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk
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12.8: Bespoke Range
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Hawkins WEATHERVANE FIXINGS & DIMENSIONS
All weathervanes are supplied

Forgemaster Standard weathervanes

with one of the following:
A) Gable fixing
B) Roof Truss fixing
C) Clock Tower fixing
If no choice is specified, the
Gable fixing will be supplied.
Choice of mounting options

A)

B)

C)
180

180

90 Small
115 Large

130

?
M12
Threaded
Bar and Nut

335

?

560 Small ( illustrated )
685 Large

145

?
All truss fixings are made to
client’s required dimensions

Cast Aluminium weathervanes

Choice of mounting options

A)

B)

C)

100

100

Variable
Length
Stainless
Steel Pole

Variable
Length
Stainless
Steel Pole

80

M16
Stud

?
610

120

?
All truss fixings are made to
client’s required dimensions

We aim to make the process of
selection, ordering etc as easy
as possible. Please follow our
guidelines opposite. If you do
have any problems, do not
hesitate to contact us.

Every care has been taken in the production of these drawings and the dimensions are correct.
We can not however guarantee accuracy or consistency of scale - all drawings are for guidance only.
All dimensions in mm.
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Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

Hawkins WEATHERVANE FIXINGS & DIMENSIONS
All weathervanes are supplied

3D Copper weathervanes

with one of the following:
A) Gable fixing
B) Roof Truss fixing
C) Clock Tower fixing
If no choice is specified, the
Gable fixing will be supplied.
Choice of mounting options

A)

270

B)

270

C)

Variable
Length
Stainless
Steel Pole

Variable
Length
Stainless
Steel Pole

?

M20
Stud

80

460

?

120

All truss fixings are made to
client’s required dimensions

Architectural weathervanes

Choice of mounting options

A)

B)

C)
270

270

105

120

Variable
Length
Stainless
Steel Pole

Variable
Length
Stainless
Steel Pole

?

M20
Stud

All truss fixings
are made to
client’s required
dimensions

790

All weathervanes on these pages are illustrated to show
size in relation to each other.

?

How to Order or Specify a Pillar clock tower or set up a Tender document
( Quantity ) no. Hawkins ( Forgemaster, cast aluminium, 3D copper, architectural or bespoke ) weathervane with ( cockerel, horse etc ) design.
The pole of the weathervane to be ( gable, roof truss or clock tower ) fixing.
Eg. ( 1 ) no. Hawkins ( Forgemaster ) weathervane with ( racehorse past the post ) design. The pole of the weathervane to be
( gable ) fixing.

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk

HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY

Tel: 01733 330222
Chapter 13: Technical Data - Weathervanes

13.1: Weathervane Fixing & Dimensions
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THE HAWKINS CLOCK COMPANY LTD
At Hawkins Clocks, we provide a complete design, build, installation and backup service
second to none, combining the benefits of age-old craftsmanship with the advances of
modern technology. A clock is a notable feature, which enhances the appearance and
value of a building and its surroundings. Clocks are ideal focal points, and draw peoples’
attention to buildings that might otherwise go unnoticed.

The Hawkins range is built around clocks made from the best materials.
GRP construction, where appropriate, ensures years of maintenance-free life. Clock
hands are laser cut and accurately counterbalanced and only the finest English Gold Leaf
is used for gilding. Powerful movements, designed and manufactured exclusively by
ourselves, drive the hands and are constructed only from stainless steel, brass, oilite,
and modern self-lubricating nylons.
Sophisticated control systems enable clocks to be altered from a convenient place,
reset after power failure, or be driven from a master clock linked to The Atomic Clock
via radio signal to give total automation of all functions. Chimes are available to add
melody to the passing of time. Our clock towers and display plinths are classically styled,
our pillar clocks and projecting clocks will always stand out and enhance their location,
whilst feature clocks and bespoke projects are produced in close liaison with the client
to ensure they are talked about for all the right reasons. Weathervanes add the finishing
touch to any clock tower or look equally at home on their own on a building.
Our prices represent excellent value and our normal delivery date of 4 - 6 weeks
is something we pride ourselves on achieving and often bettering.

Put a Hawkins Clock on your building and enjoy the quality and imposing beauty.

The Hawkins Clock Co. Ltd

Time House, Hillsons Road, Botley, Hampshire SO30 2DY
Tel: (+44) 01733 330222

Web Site: www.hawkinsclocks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@hawkinsclocks.co.uk
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